Carbon capture & storage (CCS) is one of the most promising technologies for greenhouse gas (GHG) management. However, an unsolved issue of CCS is the development of appropriate long-term monitoring systems for leak detection of the stored CO 2 . To complement already existing monitoring infrastructure for CO 2 storage areas, and to increase the granularity of gas concentration measurements, a quickly deployable, mobile measurement device is needed. In this paper, we present an autonomous gas-sensitive micro-drone, which can be used to monitor GHG emissions, more specifically, CO 2 . Two different measurement strategies are proposed to address this task. First, the use of predefined sensing trajectories is evaluated for the task of gas distribution mapping using the micro-drone. Alternatively, we present an adaptive strategy, which suggests sampling points based on an artificial potential field (APF). The results of real-world experiments demonstrate the feasibility of using gas-sensitive micro-drones for GHG monitoring missions. Thus, we suggest a multi-layered surveillance system for CO 2 storage areas.
Introduction
The release of GHG is an acute threat mainly responsible for extensive ecological damages such as ozone layer depletion and global warming. The main source of CO 2 emissions is the fossil fuel consumption in industry and transportation [1] . Thus, new technologies have to be developed to mitigate the CO 2 emissions into the atmosphere. CCS is one of the most promising technologies for GHG control and reduction. However, one of the main unsolved issues of CCS is the development of appropriate long-term monitoring systems for the leakage detection of the stored CO 2 [1] . A fundamental requirement for leakage control is the availability of measurements of relevant gas concentrations in areas of interest with high spatial and temporal granularity. In order to obtain a truthful representation of the gas distribution, it is essential to collect a set of spatially distributed measurements of relevant variables such as gas concentration and wind information. For economical and logistic reasons, a dense stationary sensor network is in many cases not a viable solution. To complement state-of-the-art monitoring systems for CO 2 storage areas [2] and to enhance the spatial resolution of gas measurements, a quickly deployable, mobile measurement device is needed for leakage monitoring. Therefore, we suggest a multi-layered surveillance system for CO 2 storage areas.
In this work, we present a gas-sensitive micro-drone, which can be used to monitor GHG emissions, specifically CO 2 . The structure of this paper is as follows: in Sec. 2, we present a gas-sensitive microdrone, which is able to estimate the wind vector without a dedicated anemometer [3] , [4] . In Sec. 3, we address the task of environmental monitoring with the micro-drone using predefined sensing trajectories or an adaptive sensor planning (SP) algorithm [3] where the next sampling location is selected based on the previously visited sampling locations and a continuously updated gas distribution model. Similar experiments with predefined sensing trajectories were presented in [3] , [4] . In this paper, however, we present new experiments performed exclusively with CO 2 . To model gas distribution, identify candidate locations at which a gas source may be present, and represent the degree of interest with which future measurements should be carried out at different locations, we use the Kernel DM+V/W algorithm [5] . Next, in Sec. 4, we present results of three sets of real-world experiments performed with the gas-sensitive micro-drone and demonstrate that the peak in the predictive variance in the created gas distribution model can provide a good estimate of the location of leakages. We then conclude in Sec. 5 with a discussion of the experimental results especially regarding use of the proposed system in CO 2 monitoring.
Gas-sensitive Micro-Drone
The Airrobot AR100-B micro-drone ( Fig. 1 ) has a diameter of 1 m and is operated by four brushless electric motors. The maximum payload mass amounts to 200 g with a total flight mass of about 1.3 kg. The micro-drone was modified to incorporate gas-sensitive devices as payloads [3] , [4] . An e-nose capable of accommodating four commercially available metal oxide (MOX) sensors and an electrochemical (EC) cell, as well as a commercially available gas detector (Dräger X-am 5600) can be used as gas-sensitive payloads. The latter device can be equipped with EC and IR gas sensors. The e-nose allows a sampling rate of 8 Hz for each sensor, whereas the Dräger gas detector allows a sampling rate of 1 Hz for each sensor. The maximum flight time is about 20 min. The micro-drone can withstand a maximum wind speed of 8 m/s. The flight control relies on an on-board inertial measurement unit (IMU) which consists of a three axis accelerometer and a three axis rotation rate sensor. Magnetic field sensor and GPS improve the accuracy of the IMU, and are used to compensate for the sensor drift. A barometric pressure sensor is used to control the altitude of the micro-drone. Communication with the ground station is established by a wireless radio link. Data packets can include control instructions or data coming from the micro--board sensing modalities. The operating distance of the remote control and communication link is 1 km. Due to the restrictions imposed by the platform; the microcarry any wind sensing modalities. Instead, wind measurements are estimated by fusing different onboard sensing modalities to compute the parameters of the wind triangle [3] . The wind triangle is commonly used in aerial navigation and describes the relationships between the flight vector, the ground vector, and the wind vector. The micro-drone can be operated manually or in an autonomous GPS waypoint navigation.
Statistical Gas Distribution Modeling (GDM)
To build a predictive gas distribution model, we use the Kernel DM+V/W algorithm introduced by Reggente and Lilienthal [5] . The input to this algorithm is a set D = {(x i ,r i ,v i )} of gas sensor measurements r i and wind measurements v i collected at locations x i . The output is a grid model that computes a confidence estimate, as well as the distribution mean and variance for each cell k of the gridmap. The confidence estimate depends on the scaling parameter and indicates whether a large number of measurements are available in the close vicinity of the respective cell or not. We use the 2D version of the Kernel DM+V/W algorithm since the field of main application is surface monitoring, which demands 2D results. Thus, the micro-drone was kept in a single 2D plane during the experiments.
The Kernel DM+V/W algorithm models the information content of each measurement with a twodimensional, bivariate Gaussian kernel N. The shape and orientation of this kernel depends on the local airflow vector v and on two meta-parameters and . If no wind is measured (or if no wind information is available), the Gaussian kernel has a circular shape that extends according to a spatial scale . In case of a non-zero wind measurement the kernel takes the shape of an elongated ellipse with the semi-major axis rotated in wind direction and stretched according to the strength of the wind and the wind scale . The elongated ellipse describes the additional information the system has about from which direction a sensed patch of gas came from and where it will move to in the immediate future.
GDM with Predefined Trajectories
Lilienthal and Duckett suggest in [6] (for a precursor of the Kernel DM+V/W algorithm) that, in order to build concentration gridmaps, it is required for search space and that measurements are taken from multiple directions. This can be achieved in a straightforward way by commanding a mobile robot to follow predefined trajectories that comply with the above mentioned requirements. In case of a micro-drone, which introduces sustainable disturbances to the environment that modifies the current gas distribution, it is not desirable to visit measurement positions more than once in a certain time period. Moving the micro-drone along a spiral is also problematic as the disturbance in the upwind part of the spiral could destroy the plume structure in its downwind part. In order to obtain more truthful gas distribution models, we decided to move the micro-drone in each experiment along a predefined sweeping trajectory preferably in upwind direction.
As a result, we expect to minimize the effect that the disturbances of the micro-drone has on the resulting gas distribution model. Furthermore, building detailed gas distribution maps over large areas is time consuming and the batteries of the micro-drone only provide power for approx. 20 min. Thus, performing just a single sweep is desirable for the above mentioned reasons.
GDM with Adaptive Sampling
To derive a truthful gas distribution model and to reduce the exploration time, we apply an adaptive sampling strategy based on the sensor planning (SP) approach presented in [3] . The basic SP algorithm uses information about the target area, previous sampling locations, and the current statistical gas distribution model and combines several objectives using a modified artificial potential field (APF) to plan where to collect the next samples. In particular, three objectives are used that direct the sensor towards areas of (1) high predictive mean and (2) high predictive variance, while (3) maximizing the coverage area. The first two objectives implement exploitation in areas with unusual gas concentration. The sensor is attracted by an APF, which is created by charges that are placed in each grid cell center. The strength of these charges is given by the corresponding predictive mean and variance of the gas distribution model. The third objective that corresponds to exploration is implemented by a repulsive potential generated by placing charges at all previous measurement locations, resulting in the third APF contribution. In the current implementation, we assign the same repulsive force to all previous measurements. Finally, the APF contributions are additively combined with importance factors M , V , and C for mean, variance, and coverage objectives, respectively. Next, in each sampling iteration, a total of n sp suggested measurement points are identified by selecting the location at which the total APF takes its maximum and updating the APF by temporarily placing an additional measurement charge at the selected location. In this way the SP component distributes its suggestions over the target area without any spatial order. Moving the mobile gas sensor directly to these locations tends to create a seesaw movement, which empties the batteries sooner, resulting in fewer measurements. Therefore, we add a locality constraint by selecting the most often suggested close-by measurement location from the n sp suggestions (rather than the first suggestion) [3] . A location far away from the current position will only be selected if it was suggested frequently.
Real-World Experiments

Experimental Environments and Setups
A total of three sets of experiments were performed. In the first two sets, the micro-drone was programmed to explore the experimental areas following a sweeping trajectory, whereas the adaptive SP algorithm with locality constraint was used in the last set of experiments.
The first set was performed in the botanic garden of Berlin over an area of 12 x 6 m 2 . The step size of the micro-drone in x and y direction was set to 2.0 m. A CO 2 gas cylinder was used as the gas source and four fans were placed in the experimental area. The gas outlet was connected to the fan in order to spread the CO 2 away from the cylinder. Both, the e-nose and the gas-sensing payload were used successively, each equipped with CO 2 sensors. The CO 2 sensor of the e-nose is based on an EC cell (Figaro TGS4161; T 90 = 1.5 min), whereas the Dräger X-am 5600 was equipped with an IR sensor (T 90 s). The second set was performed in the geochemically active Tuscany Region (Italy) close to the village Bagni San Filippo. The trials were conducted over an area of 20 x 24 m 2 . The step size in x and y direction was set to 4.0 m. Three visible, naturally bubbling CO 2 area sources were located within the experimental area as well as a zone of natural gas accumulation. The experiments were performed on two different days with different weather conditions (foggy vs. sunny). The third set was carried out in an 8 x 12 m 2 outdoor area at Örebro University and on the BAM Test Site 'Technical Safety' (BAM TTS) with the gas-sensing payload equipped with CO sensors (EC). A barbecue filled with burning coal and fresh, damp wood was used as a pollution source and was placed approx. in the middle of the experimental area.
Additionally, the following settings were made for each set of experiments: the flight speed of the micro-drone between the measurement positions was set to 1 m/s, the altitude was kept constant manually during the experiments, and at each measurement position, the micro-drone stopped to take gas concentration and wind measurements for about 20 s with a sampling rate of 1 Hz. The micro-drone was set to autonomous waypoint mode directly after take-off.
Experimental Results
The sets of gas distribution maps presented in this section were created using the Kernel DM+V/W algorithm [5] with heuristically set to 0.2 s and a cell size of 0.15 m. The kernel width was also set heuristically and varied from 0.4 to 1.2 m depending on the experimental setup and the scaling parameter was set in a fixed relation to the kernel width . The smaller value of the kernel width was chosen when a dense set of measurements was available, whereas the larger value served to smooth the maps accordingly when only sparse measurements distributed over a large area were available. Generally, we wanted to obtain high confidence over the whole experimental area and not only along the trajectory of the micro-drone due to an undersized chosen Gaussian kernel. Equal importance factors M , V , and C were chosen for the APF contributions.
Botanic garden experiments Despite artificial ventilation, the wind conditions during all trials were very unstable. The average wind speed was between 1.0 and 1.4 m/s and the average wind direction changed between 91° and 172°. The circular variance lay around 0.55 and 0.78, which indicates that the wind vectors were highly spread. However, the produced gas distribution maps show that CO 2 could be dispersed in x direction using the four fans. Fig. 2 shows exemplary the results of trial #1, and #5 performed in the botanic garden of Berlin. Trial #1 was performed with the e-nose, whereas the gassensing payload was used in trial #5. The quantitative results remain more or less constant in the created maps, while the qualitative results differ more strongly. For instance, the produced predictive mean map of trial #1 does not allow to identify a plume structure. Instead, it seems that the sensor of the e-nose retains high measured concentrations for quite a long time due to the slow sensor recovery expanding most likely the local measurement to a much larger area with slowly decreasing concentration values following the sweeping movement of the micro-drone. This memory effect in the sensor response is not visible in trial #5 using the Dräger X-am 5600 as gas-sensing payload. In contrast to that, an intermittent plume propagating in x direction can be identified in the produced predictive mean maps of trial #5. However, the source location is indicated perfectly by the high variance concentrations in four of the six predictive variance maps. An exception is, e.g., trial #1, where the high variance concentration is displaced approx. 3 m from the real source location. A reason for that could be here the missing last sweep (due to an exhausted battery). The IR gas sensor of the gas-sensing payload, however, has a considerably better spatial resolution over the area as it supports shorter response and decay times.
Inferno experiments The experiments in the Inferno region were performed on two different days with different weather conditions. The first day was foggy with an average temperature of approx. 12°C and an average relative humidity of 77%. The average wind speed during the experiments was 0.4 m/s. No reliable statement concerning the degree of stability of the wind conditions can be made as the microdrone measured consistently very low wind speeds that also could be interpreted as noise induced by the inaccuracies given by the GPS receiver of the micro-drone (that is part of the wind vector estimation approach). Altogether the weather conditions on the first day permitted higher gas accumulations close to the ground as no strong wind flow was present. The second day was sunny with an average temperature of almost 18°C and an average relative humidity of 58%. The average wind speed was in the range of approx. 1.1 to 1.3 m/s and the average wind direction was between 49° and 105°. The circular variance lay around 0.54 and 0.86. The stronger wind conditions of the second day likely enhance dispersion and dilution of the volcanic gases. Additionally, the significantly higher solar radiation produces convective currents, which further disperse and dilute the volcanic gases. Therefore, lower maximum concentration levels could be measured over the experimental area (see Fig. 3 comparing trial #1 and #3). The results from the selected GDM experiments can be seen in Fig. 3 . It seems that all created gas distribution maps reflect the area's gas emitting characteristics as the positions of the concentration rich areas correspond roughly to the naturally bubbling area sources. The qualitative results remain more or less comparable. This can especially be seen when comparing Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) from day 1. The quantitative results differ more strongly. The maximum concentration on day 1 (and day 2) decreases over time and added rotor disturbance. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) , a drop in the maximum concentration from 3 to approx. 0.5 % by volume was detected, which strengthen the assumption made in [3] that the influence of the micro-drone's rotors cause dispersion with changing the magnitude and the position of the concentration maxima and that readjusting of the natural gas distribution needs time (depending on the release rate of the gas source). The first run probably has caused an alteration in the gas distribution. Additionally, the weather and wind conditions on the second day did not permit to repeat the high concentration measurements from the first day. This can be seen in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) .
Sensor planning experiments The results presented in Fig. 4 demonstrate the suitability of the proposed SP algorithm for gas distribution mapping and its use for gas source localization. A total number of 16 runs were performed within this experiment. Fig. 4(b) shows for all 16 runs the distance between the true gas source location and six different estimates after the last measurement. The first three estimates are derived by selecting grid cells in which the predictive mean (A), predictive variance (B), or the product of mean and variance (C) are maximum. The forth estimate is derived by selecting grid cells in which the predictive mean (D) is larger than 90% of the maximum. The center of this area is taken as the source location estimate. In the same way the last two estimates are computed using the variance (E) or the product of mean and variance (F). The true source location was within the mean estimation area only in four trials and within the variance estimation area in six trials. This is in line with previous observations that the concentration variance often provides a better indication of the gas source location [6] than the mean. Initial results from these runs indicate the potential of adaptive sampling in providing a good estimate of the gas source location after a relatively small number of samples. Gas distribution modeling (GDM) by using an autonomous, flying, gas-sensitive micro-drone in uncontrolled environments is a challenging field of research. Even though the explored areas presented within this paper are not of considerable size, the application of the Kernel DM+V/W algorithm in combination with a gas-sensitive micro-drone is very promising with respect to the results of the presented real-world GDM experiments. Thus, micro-drones could be used to complement already existing monitoring infrastructure for CO 2 storage areas, and to increase the granularity of gas concentration measurements.
Conclusion and Future Work
The first set of experiments in the geochemically active Tuscany region indicate that the micro-drone may not be suitable for repeated monitoring under low-wind conditions when quantitative reproducibility is needed since it introduces substantial disturbances to the gas distribution. The qualitative results still can be useful for identifying the gas source locations. However, the time between each mission has to be long enough to allow a recovery of the natural gas distribution. The second set of experiments indicates that qualitative and quantitative reproducibility depend on the stability of wind and weather conditions and that gas sensors with faster response times are required in order to reduce the measurement time and to be able to cover larger areas. However, one general problem is the memory effect in the sensor response due to the slow sensor recovery, which can be observed especially in the botanic garden experiments. Ishida et al. [7] proposed the integration actual gas distribution from the timeeffect. Furthermore, it is beneficial to use sensors with faster response and decay times for generating truthful representations of the gas dispersion. Multiple gas sources with different release rates might be hidden in the final gas distribution map, which makes the localization of these sources impossible. The approach of a multi-chamber e-nose (MCE-nose) proposed by Gonzalez et al. [8] could overcome this a whole, a device capable of sensing changes in chemical conce
In the third set of experiments, we applied a novel adaptive sampling strategy. The basic SP approach uses the statistical gas distribution models obtained with the Kernel DM+V/W algorithm. Areas of high mean and variance are good candidates for further inspection. Corresponding locations are prioritized through strong contributions to an APF. These exploitation contributions are balanced by repulsive contributions at previous sampling locations, which promote exploration. Our initial results with this extended SP algorithm show the potential of an adaptive sampling approach for GDM.
We also observe that the produced maps (and particularly the variance prediction) can provide good estimates of the gas source location. This is in line with previous observations that the concentration variance often provides a better indication of the gas source location [6] than the mean. Our initial conclusion when comparing sampling along a predefined sweeping trajectory with our proposed SP approach is therefore that with adaptive SP we tend to arrive more quickly at a meaningful map which allows to infer a reasonably accurate estimate of the gas source location. If the sampling device is a gassensitive micro-drone, as considered in this paper, then a strategy that avoids sampling at low-informative places is advantageous because of the resource constraints on the micro-drone. In addition, a lower number of measurements also tend to disturb the gas distribution less. This effect is, however, not taken into account in our current SP algorithm and we will investigate ways how to introduce a criterion that allows minimizing the degradation of the observed gas distribution through the micro-drone itself (e.g., by an additional criterion that prefers sampling locations in downwind direction).
The main limitations regarding the applicability of micro-drones for monitoring tasks of underground storage areas, especially CCS areas, can be summarized as follows:
The rotor movement of the micro-drone influences the gas measurements. Thus, a lower limit of detection of CO 2 of approx. 0.2 to 0.5 % by volume is introduced. The flight time of approx. 20 min does not allow to perform monitoring tasks in large scale scenarios with a single micro-drone. For example, a solution to the limited battery capacity would be to have a fleet of micro-drones that conduct the exploration task consecutively or in parallel.
The slow response times of current gas sensors are also problematic for generating truthful representations of the gas dispersion. Furthermore, faster response times are required in order to reduce the measurement time and to be able to cover larger areas. The position uncertainty introduced by the GPS receiver of the micro-drone affects the accuracy of the gas distribution maps and the localization performance of the presented algorithms. However, a measurement program to monitor CCS areas using micro-drones could include automated flights along predefined or adaptive trajectories at ground level once per day / night. Moreover, microdrones could be used to enhance the spatial resolution of gas measurements and to locate leakages, when the permanently installed monitoring system triggers an alarm.
